As an important data structure model, ontology has become one of the core contents in information science. Multi-dividing ontology algorithm combines the advantages of graph structure and learning algorithms proved to have high efficiency. In this paper, in terms of multi-dividing proper loss functions, we propose new multi-dividing ontology learning algorithms for similarity measure and ontology mapping construction. Several theoretical statistical characteristics supporting the new learning model are given. Finally, four experiments on different scientific fields verify that our multi-dividing ontology algorithm has high accuracy and efficiency in application implements.
INTRODUCTION
As a knowledge representation and conceptual shared model, ontology has been applied in image retrieval, knowledge management and information retrieval search extension. Acting as an effective concept semantic model, ontology also employed in disciplines beyond computer science, such as social science (for instance, see Bouzeghoub and Elbyed [1] ), biology science (for instance, see Hu et al., [2] ) and geography science (for instance, see Fonseca et al., [3] ).
The ontology model is actually a graph G=(V,E), each vertex v in an ontology graph G represents a concept and each edge e=v i v j on an ontology graph G represents a relationship between concepts v i and v j . The target of ontology similarity measure is to find a similarity function Sim: V V ° + {0} which maps each pair of vertices to a real number. The aim of ontology mapping is to bridge the link between two or more ontologies. Let G 1 and G 2 be two ontology graphs corresponding ontology O 1 and O 2 , respectively. For each v G 1 , find a set S v V(G 2 ) where the concepts correspond to vertices in S v are semantically close to the concept correspond to v. One method to get such mapping is, for each v G 1 , computing the similarity S(v,v j ) where v j V(G 2 ) and choose a parameter 0<M<1. Then S v is a collection such that the element in S v satisfies S(v,v j ) M. In this point of view, the essence of ontology mapping is to obtain a similarity function S and select a suitable parameter M. In our article, we focus on the technologies to yield a similarity matrix by virtue of distance learning.
For ontology similarity measure and ontology mapping, there are several effective learning tricks. Wang et al., [4] proposed to learn a score function which maps each vertex to a real number, and the similarity between two vertices can be measured according to the difference of real number they correspond to. Huang et al., [5] presented fast ontology algorithm for calculating the ontology similarity in a short time. Gao and Liang [6] raised that the optimal ontology function can be determined by optimizing NDCG measure, and applied such idea in physics education. Gao and Gao [7] deduced the ontology function using the regression approach. Huang et al., [8] obtained ontology similarity function based on half transductive learning. Gao and Xu [9] explored the learning theory approach for ontology similarity computation using k-partite ranking method. Zhu et al., [10] proposed new criterion for ontology computation from AUC and multi-dividing standpoint. Gao et al., [11] presented new ontology mapping algorithm using harmonic analysis and diffusion regularization on hypergraph.
In this paper, we consider the new multi-dividing ontology learning model using strong proper loss function. In next section, we present the setting of multi-dividing ontology algorithm and give our main computation model. Then, we obtain some probability conclusion on multi-dividing strongly proper loss. At last, the experiments are designed to show the efficiency of the algorithm.
SETTING AND NEW MULTI-DIVIDING LAGO-RITHM
First, for each vertex in ontology graph, we use a vector to express all the information for such vertex. Then, we say V takes its value in a high dimension feature space. The elements in V are drawn independently and randomly according to some unknown distribution D. Given a training set S={v 1 ,…,v n } V with size n, the aim of ontology learning algorithms is to get an optimal score function f: V °, the similarity between two vertices is judged by the difference between two real numbers which they correspond to. The multi-dividing method is a special kind of ontology learning approach in which vertices come from k categories and the learner is given examples of vertices labeled as the k classes.
Formally, the settings of standard multi-dividing ontology problems can be described as follows. There is an instance space V from which vertices are drawn, and the learner is given a training sample ( 1 In this paper, we assume that there is an instance space V and labels Y={1, 2, , } k , with an unknown distribution D
for each pair of (a, b) with
S ,…, k S ), the aim is to learn a multi-dividing ontology function f: V ° that maps the ontology graph into a real line and maps each vertex into a real number. Specifically, the goal is to learn a multi-dividing ontology function f: V ° with small error defined as
where, (X,Y), (X',Y') are assumed to be drawn independent and identically distributed from D, and is denoted as truth function with ( ) =1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise. Hence, the error (1) of multi-dividing ontology function f is the probability that a randomly drawn rate a vertex receives a larger score under f than a randomly drawn rate b vertex, with ties broken uniformly at random. Now we define the Bayes multi-dividing ontology risk as
Then, the multi-dividing ontology regret of a multidividing ontology function f: V ° is defined as
Given a prediction space Ŷ . For any such loss l, the l-error of a multi-dividing ontology func-
and the Bayes multi-dividing ontology l-risk is defined as
We define the conditional Bayes multi-dividing ontology l-risk 
The terminology of properness can be applied to multidividing loss function operating on prediction spaces Ŷ be- 
Thus, the ontology learning model in this paper is based on the Bayes multi-dividing ontology l-risk and conditional Bayes multi-dividing ontology l-risk. The main trick in our model is to use the proper multi-dividing loss.
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present some theoretical analysis on multi-dividing proper loss function. Our first result stated as follows is a characterization of strict properness of a multidividing proper loss l in terms of its conditional multidividing ontology Bayes risk 
This reveals that l is strictly proper multi-dividing loss.
On the other hand, we assume that l is strictly proper multi-dividing loss. Let 1 , 2 [0,1] satisfy 1 2 and let t (0,1). Then, we infer
We have the following necessary and sufficient conditions for strong properness:
Proof. The proof is similar to the Lemma 1. Assume that l is -strongly proper multi-dividing loss. Let 1 , 2 [0,1] satisfy 1 2 and let t (0,1). Then, we obtain H is -strongly concave, then l is -strong proper multi-dividing loss.
Hence, l is -strong proper multi-dividing loss function.
Combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we get the character of strong properness for regular proper multi-dividing losses stated in Theorem 1. H is -strongly concave.
Next, we obtain the regret bound using strongly proper multi-dividing ontology losses. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 4. For any
Note that for each pair of (a, b), if
v , by using the similar way, we have Thus, we get 
Proof. 
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The first equality holds since is strictly increasing; the first inequality holds by Lemma 4; the second inequality established by convexity of Ŷ with low l-regret will also have low multi-dividing ontology regret.
In the last part of this section, we show that our result is stable under low-noise conditions. Let 
The first equality holds since is strictly increasing; the first inequality holds by the fact that for q [1, ] , there exists a positive constant 
and then taking q=2; the second inequality established since l' is -strongly proper multi-dividing loss.
At last, the desired result is obtained by setting
DESCRIPTION OF ONTOLOGY ALGORITHMS
The new multi-dividing ontology learning algorithm can be used in ontology concepts similarity measurement and ontology mapping. The basic idea is: via the empirical version of new model, the ontology graph is mapped into a line consisting of real numbers. The similarity between two concepts then can be measured by comparing the difference between their corresponding real numbers.
Algorithm 1.
Ontology similarity measuring based on multi-dividing model using proper loss:
Step 1. Mathematizing ontology information. For each vertex in ontology graph, we use a vector to express all its information.
Step 2. By minimizing empirical version of Bayes multidividing ontology l-risk or conditional Bayes multi-dividing ontology l-risk, we map the ontology graph to the real line and map the vertices of ontology graph to real numbers.
Step 3. For each v V(G), we use one of the following methods to obtain the similar vertices and return the outcomes to the users.
Method 2: Selecting an integer N, return the closest N concepts according to the value list in V(G).
Clearly, method 1 looks fairer and method 2 can control the number of vertices that return to the users.
Algorithm 2.
Ontology mapping based on multi-dividing model using proper loss:
Step 3. For v V(G i ), where 1 i m, we use one of following methods to obtain the similar vertices and return the outcome to the users.
Method 2: Choose an integer N, return the closest N concepts on the list in V(G-G i ).
Also, method 1 looks fairer but method 2 can control the number of vertices that return to the users.
ENTEXPERIMENTS
In this section, four simulation experiments relevance ontology similarity measure and ontology mapping are designed below. In order to adjacent to the setting of ontology algorithm, we use a vector with same dimension to express each vertex's information. Such vector contains the information of name, instance, attribute and structure of vertex. Here the instance of vertex refers to the set of its reachable vertex in the directed ontology graph.
Experiment on Biology Data
We use "Go" ontology O 1 which was constructed in http: //www. geneontology. org. (Fig. 1 shows the basic structure of O 1 ) for our experiment. P@N (Precision Ratio, see Craswell and Hawking [12] for more detail) is used to measure the equality of the experiment. We first give the closest N concepts for every vertex on the ontology graph by experts, and then we obtain the first N concepts for every vertex on ontology graph by the algorithm and compute the precision ratio. In this experiment, we use canonical exponential
y y y + . Ontology algorithms in Huang et al., [5] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao and Gao [7] are employed to "Go" ontology, and we compare the precision ratio which we get from the four methods. Several experiment results refer to ( Table 1) .
When N= 3, 5, 10 or 20, the precision ratio by virtue of our algorithm is higher than the precision ratio determined by algorithms proposed in Huang et al., [5] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao and Gao [7] . In particular, when N increases, such precision ratios are increasing apparently. Therefore, the algorithm described in our paper is superior to the method proposed by Huang et al., [5] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao and Gao [7] . 
P@3 Average Precision Ratio

P@5 Average Precision Ratio
P@10 Average Precision Ratio
P@20 Average Precision Ratio
Experiment on Physical Education Data
We use physical education ontologies O 2 and O 3 (the structures of O 2 and O 3 are presented in Figs. (2) and (3) respectively) for our second experiment. The goal of this experiment is determining the ontology mapping between O 2 and O 3 via similarity matrix which is deduced by Algorithm 1. P@N criterion is applied to measure the equality of the experiment. We first give the closest N concepts for each vertex on the ontology graph with the help of experts, and then we obtain the first N concepts for every vertex on ontology graph by the algorithm and compute the precision ratio. The loss function used in this experiment is squared loss function [5] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao et al., [11] are employed to "physical education" ontology, and we compare the precision ratio which we get from four methods. Several experiment results refer to ( Table 2) .
The experiment results in Table 2 reveal that our algorithm is more efficient than algorithms raised in Huang et al., [5] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao et al., [11] especially when N is sufficiently large.
Experiment on Plant Data
In this subsection, "PO" ontology O 4 which was constructed in http: //www.plantontology.org. (Fig. 4 shows the basic structure of O 4 ) is used to test the efficiency of our new [5] and Gao and Liang [6] to the "PO" ontology. Calculating the accuracy by these three algorithms and compare the result to algorithm in our paper, part of the data refers to (Table 3) .
When N= 3, 5, or 10, the precision ratio in terms of our algorithm is higher than the precision ratio determined by algorithms proposed in Wang et al., [4] , Huang et al., [5] and Gao and Liang [6] . In particular, when N increases, such precision ratios are increasing apparently. Therefore, the algorithm described in our paper is superior to the method proposed by Wang et al., [4] , Huang et al., [5] and Gao and Liang [6] .
Experiment on Humanoid Robotics Data
We use humanoid robotics ontologies O 5 and O 6 (constructed by Gao and Zhu [13] , and the structures of which are deduced by Algorithm 1. P@N criterion is applied to measure the equality of the experiment. Ontology algorithms in Gao and Lan [14] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao et al., [11] are employed to humanoid robotics ontologies, and we compare the precision ratio which we get from four methods. Several experiment results refer to ( The experiment results in Table 4 reveal that our algorithm is more efficient than algorithms raised in Gao and Lan [14] , Gao and Liang [6] and Gao et al., [11] especially when N is sufficiently large.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new idea for multi-dividing ontology similarity measure and ontology mapping application. The tricks are based on the proper multi-dividing loss function and some new fashions and theoretical characteristics are employed for using such technologies. At last, simulation data shows that multi-dividing ontology algorithms using proper loss functions have high efficiency in biology, physics education, plant science and humanoid robotics. 
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